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Monday, February 17, 2014 377aprinciples of biochemical signaling pathways that regulate immune responses.
This study investigates a novel functionality of the tyrosine kinase zeta-
associated protein Zap-70 in T cell signaling pathways, using the quantitative
phosphoproteomics data obtained from our experimental collaborators. The
Zap-70 alterations in cellular signaling pathways (loss of its function or
expression) can cause an unusual form of severe combined immune deficiency
(SCID) that often leads to fatal outcomes. Therefore, the analysis of signaling
events using computational modeling and modern proteomics technique (e.g.,
stable isotopic labeling of amino acids in cell culture (SILAC)) provides a
network map of possible molecular targets guiding disease diagnosis. Addi-
tionally, this network map presents information about the placement of newly
observed phosphorylation sites in T cell signaling pathways across a time
course after receptor stimulation. In this study, we tested several computa-
tional models of Zap-70 T cell signaling pathways to experiment with different
hypotheses. Specifically, we calculated the phosphorylation levels of tyrosine
residues of N- and C- terminals of immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation
motif (ITAM) for different expression levels of Zap-70 in T cells. We per-
formed fully stochastic signaling simulations using stochastic simulation
complier (SSC) developed in our lab and modeling of ordinary differential
equations. Subsequently, the sensitivity analysis of deterministic simulations
was performed for identifications of key proteins and biochemical reactions
in signaling networks that regulate stochastic transitions leading to patholog-
ical cellular function. The calculated ITAM phosphorylation levels are well
correlated with the corresponding experimental ones. Finally, using our
computational modeling, we formulated novel testable hypotheses that can
guide future experiments.
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We apply the ‘‘weighted ensemble’’ (WE) simulation strategy, previously
employed in the context of molecular dynamics simulations, to a number
of stochastic systems-biology models. WE is relatively easy to implement,
does not require extensive hand-tuning of parameters, does not depend on
the details of the simulation algorithm, and can facilitate the simulation of
extremely rare events. We examine spatially homogeneous (stochastic chem-
ical kinetics) models that range in complexity from a one-dimensional system
to a system with 354 species and 3680 reactions, and also examine spatially
resolved 3-D systems (simulated in MCell) containing ~10^3 to 10^6
molecules.
For the stochastic chemical kinetics systems, WE is able to produce accurate
and efficient approximations of the joint probability distribution for all chem-
ical species for all time t. WE is also able to efficiently extract mean first pas-
sage times for the systems, via the construction of a steady-state condition with
feedback. WE exhibits speedups over ‘‘brute-force’’ in sampling rare events via
the Gillespie direct Stochastic Simulation Algorithm ranging from ~10^12 to
~10^18 for characterizing rare states, and from ~10^2 to ~10^4 for finding
mean first passage times.
WE is also used to study rare binding events in spatially resolved 3-D systems
simulated with MCell. In a toy model, WE exhibits speed-ups on the order of
10^60 for the characterization of rare binding. We also present our ongoing ef-
forts to apply the WE methodology to a spatial model of a frog neuromuscular
junction.
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The transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) signaling pathway transduce
extracellular signals into transcrip- tional responses controlling key cellular
processes, such as differentiation, proliferation, and apoptosis, through a
network of receptors. Defects along of the pathway have been associated
with a wide range of diseases, including developmental diseases and a variety
of cancer types. Here, we examine the role of the negative feedback through
protein products of transcriptional regulation by mediator SMAD proteins in
the behavior of the network by analyzing a novel, detailed computational
model of the pathway. The model includes macromolecular assembly, recep-
tor trafficking and signaling, activation of two SMAD channels, nucleocyto-
plasmic shuttling of smad-complexes, and feed-back through inhibitory
SMADs. This computational model is able to accurately reproduce and
explain experimental data in diverse cell types and our analysis uncovered
the importance of negative-feedback-mediated crosstalking between channels
in the TGF-b pathway. In addition, we identified key crosstalk points amongpathways through literature mining approaches, by constructing a detailed
ligand-receptor network for all the members of the TGF-b superfamily and
mapping the interactions with other pathways.
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Stable microtubule spindle attachments at the kinetochores (KT) - the microtu-
bule binding platform on the chromosome - ensure faithful chromosome segre-
gation in mitosis. Unstable KT-spindle attachment locally activates the spindle
assembly checkpoint (SAC) - an inhibitory signal that halts mitotic progression
of the entire cell. Only after the last KT gets properly attached, can SAC get
silenced and chromosome segregation ensue. However, given the everlasting
stochastic fluctuations and large chromosome number in the cell, the mecha-
nism ensuring the robustness in the SAC silencing timing remains elusive.
From the stably attached KT, key mitotic players, including SAC, stream
toward the associated spindle pole. Incorporating such spatial-temporal regula-
tion, we established a theoretical model that unprecedentedly accounted for the
fidelity of SAC silencing. It revealed that spindle poles integrate the poleward
streaming from the attached KTs. The unattached KTs divert the poleward
streaming, competing with the spindle poles. The diversion disappears upon
the last KT-spindle attachment, causing a larger jump in the spindle pole accu-
mulation than all the previous KT-spindle attachments combined. This large
jump robustly triggers SAC silencing from the spindle poles after and only after
the last KT-spindle attachment. This mechanistic insight accounts for many
intriguing observations on mitosis, including the biphasic taxol dosage-
dependence of anaphase delay, the distinct SAC silencing patterns in merged
cells with two spindles, the size scaling between the mitotic spindle and the
cell, and the error-proneness of mammalian oocyte meiosis. We thus estab-
lished a unified conceptual framework across species - the spatial-temporal
regulation ensures the fidelity of SAC silencing.
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Sensory cells use surface receptors to detect environmental stimuli and initiate
down stream signaling. Cooperative binding of ligands and ions is known to
play a crucial role in enhancing the sensitivity of biochemical processes such
as oxygen sensing by hemoglobin, but whether cooperativity enhances the fi-
delity with which a system can accurately detect a signal in a noisy background
is poorly understood. Here, we explore the signal to noise ratio for several clas-
ses of cooperative signaling. We show that the signal to noise ratio depends on
the number, connectivity, and underlying dynamics of the signaling network.
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A common problem in systems biology is relating the relevant parameters of a
mathematical model to its observed qualitative features. In this work, we study
a nonlinear dynamic model of a biochemical system with an underlying
network topology. The system is parameterized by a high-dimensional vector
and it outputs multiple boolean functionalities. The first part of this work de-
velops a regularized sensitivity analysis to determine parameter/functionality
relationships and discusses the conditions under which these relationships
may be generalized across parameter vectors and network topologies. The sec-
ond part of this work discusses a method of reducing a given parameter/func-
tionality relationship on a dense network topology to a similar relationship on a
sparser network. Throughout this work, we apply our techniques to an estab-
lished model of biochemical adaptation.
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Studies of macromolecular crowding have shown its important effects on mo-
lecular transport and interactions in living cells. Less clear is the effect of
crowding when its influence is incorporated into a complex network of interac-
tions. Here we explore the effects of crowding on a model of gene transcription
as a network of reactions involving transcription factors, RNA polymerases,
and DNA binding sites for these proteins. The novelty of our approach is
that we determine the effects of crowding on the rates of these reactions using
378a Monday, February 17, 2014Brownian Dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations, allowing us to integrate
molecular-scale information, such as the shapes and sizes of each molecular
species, into the rate equations of the model.The steady state cytoplasmic
mRNA concentration shows several regimes with qualitatively different depen-
dencies on the volume fractiondrphid of crowding agents, depending on the
concentrations of the transcription factors, polymerases, and DNA binding
sites. At physiologically realistic volume fractions, the mRNA output may be
an increasing, decreasing, or non-monotonic function of drphid in these
various regimes. Our results suggest that the transcriptional output of a gene
can be regulated jointly by the local level of macromolecular crowding,
together with the local concentrations of polymerases and DNA-binding
proteins.
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Two-component Signaling (TCS) serves as the dominant signaling modality in
bacteria. A typical pathway includes a sensor Histidine Kinase (HK) that phos-
phorylates a Response Regulator (RR), modulating its activity in response to an
incoming signal. Most HKs are bifunctional, acting as both kinase and phos-
phatase for their substrates. Unlike eukaryotic signaling networks, there is
very little crosstalk between bacterial TCS pathways; indeed, adding crosstalk
to a pathway can have disastrous consequences for cell fitness. It is currently
unclear exactly what feature of TCS necessitates this degree of pathway isola-
tion. In this work we used mathematical models to show that, in the case of
bifunctional HKs, adding a competing substrate to a TCS pathway will always
reduce response of that pathway to incoming signals. We found that the pres-
sure to maintain cognate signaling is sufficient to explain the experimentally
observed ‘‘kinetic preference’’ of HKs for their cognate RRs. These findings
imply a barrier to the evolution of new HK-RR pairs, since crosstalk is unavoid-
able immediately after the duplication of an existing pathway. We character-
ized a set of ‘‘near-neutral’’ evolutionary trajectories that minimize the
impact of crosstalk on the function of the parental pathway. These trajectories
predicted that crosstalk interactions should be removed before new input/output
functionalities evolve. Analysis of HK sequences in bacterial genomes pro-
vided evidence that the selective pressures on the HK-RR interface are different
from those experienced by the input domain immediately after duplication.
This work thus provides a unifying explanation for the evolution of specificity
in TCS networks.
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Proteins perform functions ranging from signal transmission and transcriptional
regulation to assembly into structural scaffolds by stochastically binding with
one another in the cellular environment. Approaches to modeling these pro-
cesses at a scale capable of capturing the dynamics of whole populations of pro-
teins vary in the degree of spatial resolution and the rules describing the
interactions between proteins. We present here a new algorithm for simulating
both the spatial and temporal evolution of protein interactions by rigorously
solving reaction-diffusion equations at single-particle resolution. Our algorithm
is designed to be both highly accurate and relatively simple to implement, mak-
ing it applicable to large and heterogeneous systems, including those arising in
systems biology applications. In our approach we combine the use of the exact
Green’s function for a pair of reacting particles with the approximate free diffu-
sion propagator for position updates to particles. Through the use of a trajectory
reweighting scheme our method recovers the exact association rates for a pair
of interacting particles at all times. As a result, simulations of many-body
systems with our method quite accurately reproduce the theoretically known
dynamic behavior for a variety of different reaction types. This approach has
applications in modeling pathways and networks of protein driven processes
where reactions can range widely in strength and thousands of proteins may
participate. With a limited amount of bookkeeping necessary to ensure proper
association rates for each reactant pair, our approach can adapt to changes to
reaction rates or diffusion constants as a result of reaction events. The
formalism can also be extended to physical descriptions of protein interactions
that incorporate long-range forces or orientational constraints, providing a
framework to help bridge the gap between molecular models and particle-
based models of protein interactions.1908-Pos Board B638
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In response to both intracellular and extracellular signals, cells undergo
controlled changes in morphology, which form a fundamental step in many
developmental processes, including tissue morphogenesis and organogenesis.
These changes require a means for sensing and interpreting the signaling
cues, for generating the forces that act on the cell’s physical material, and a con-
trol system that regulates this process. Identifying the molecular mechanisms
that drive and regulate cell shape changes is a great challenge in the field of
cell biology.
In studies of dividing Dictyostelium discoideum amoebae, it has been shown
that force-generating proteins could be localized in response to external me-
chanical perturbations. This mechanosensing, and the ensuing mechanical
feedback, is believed to play an important role in minimizing the effect of me-
chanical disturbances during cell division. Owing to the complexity of the feed-
back system, which couples mechanical and biochemical signals involved in
shape regulation, it is essential to develop theoretical approaches that can guide
further experimentation and investigation.
Here, we present a mechano-chemical computational model that explains the
different mechanosensory and mechanoresponsive behaviors observed in
Dictyostelium cells.
This model expands a multi-scale myosin bipolar thick filament assembly
model that incorporates cooperative and force-dependent myosin-actin bind-
ing, by identifying the feedback mechanisms hidden in the observed mechanor-
esponsive behaviors (monotonic vs. oscillatory) of Dictyostelium cells in the
micropipette aspiration experiments. By doing so, we can explain the mecha-
nism behind different modes of cellular retraction and hence cell shape
regulation.
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Stochastic simulation has proven to be an invaluable tool for modelling bio-
logical processes involving small numbers of molecules, such as proteins and
messenger RNA (mRNA). One aspect of sub-cellular dynamics that is often
overlooked in stochastic models is the effect of spatial constraints on the
behaviour of a cell; cellular processes depend not only on the number of mol-
ecules present, but also on their distribution, how they move within the cell
and how they interact with each other. This type of modelling is particularly
relevant in crowded media such as the cytoplasm, which is filled with organ-
elles and other molecules. For these reasons, we hypothesise that spatially-
resolved models of cells will prove to be more effective at simulating the
behaviour of individual cells than spatially-averaged ones. To test this hy-
pothesis, we studied the regulation of the mRNA of the tumour suppressor
gene, PTEN, by a group of small RNAs called microRNAs. We created
spatially-resolved models of the system using Smoldyn, a discrete-time,
continuous-space, agent-based spatial stochastic simulation tool, and
compared the results with those obtained using the spatially-averaged sto-
chastic simulation algorithm (SSA). We measured the average time for an
mRNA to be degraded or repressed by a threshold number of microRNA,
and investigated the change in this mean time with the inclusion of cyto-
plasmic obstructions, non-uniform distributions of molecules, and competi-
tion for binding by competing endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs). Preliminary
results demonstrate a considerable impact of spatial modelling on observed
cellular response times, as we see a dramatic increase (>100-fold) in the
time taken for microRNAs to locate mRNA binding sites in the spatially-
resolved model.
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Minimal models reveal principles behind cellular functions, such as, what bio-
physical rules underlie growth limits? how ribosomes and metabolic proteins
compete for energy resources? how are efficiency of conversion of energy to
mass compete with growth rate following economic principles? To address
